CM lauds Apollo BSR Hospital for heart surgeries
of needy kids
THE unique achievement of conducting 200 heart surgeries on needy
children under Mukhyamantri Bal Hriday Suraksha Yojana “ the specially
introduced scheme by the state Government for facilitating the children
suffering from terminal heart ailments with advance medical treatment and
health care free of cost, “ was celebrated in a grand function held at Apollo
BSR Hospital , Bhilai where chief Minister Dr. Raman Singh was present as
Chief Guest.

Speaking on the occasion, Dr Raman Singh said that it certainly is a matter
of pride that such a large number of children, who were struggling to
survive, now have the new lease of life and the hope for healthy future. It
gives immense satisfaction to see these children beaming with smile and in
good health who were finding it difficult to survive due to their heart
ailments .
It should be considered as the best ever project introduced on humanitarian
ground for ensuring the survival of tiny tots. He specifically exhorted the
children and their parents to abide by the doctors’ advise and initiate all the
necessary measures prescribed after their successful operation.

He also assured that he is intending to visit again to the hospital after it
achieves the much cherished target of five hundred heart surgeries of needy
children .
Dr Raman Singh appreciated the hospital authorities for introducing the
scheme of rescuing the accident victims from the 40 Kilometres range on
national highway and providing them the necessary treatment. And also the
provision made of four ambulances by the hospital for transporting accident
victims also deserves praise.

Dr M K Khanduja, Chairman cum Managing Director of Apollo BSR
Hospital, Bhilai said that he along with the team of doctors put in the
dedicated efforts with due commitment and conducted 200 hundred heart
surgeries of needy children successfully. He reiterated the commitment of
the hospital for achieving the target of 500 heart surgeries of children
diagnosed with heart diseases in future.
He specifically lauded Chief Minister Dr Raman Singh and the ministers in
his cabinet for their perception for introducing the scheme Mukhyamantri
Bal Hriday Suraksha Yojana for needy children.

